
Preparing for 
the Future
A Guide for Parents



Welcome by the  

Vice Chancellor 
Professor Dawn Freshwater, Vice-Chancellor

Whatever aspirations your child may 
have, a degree from The University 
of Western Australia will equip them 
with the skills needed to succeed 
in a rapidly changing world. Our 
unique course structure allows 
students to design their own degree 
and prepares our graduates for the 
careers of the future.

Your child will join a community of 
people who seek to inspire progress 
and challenge the status quo. As the 
University’s new Vice-Chancellor, 
I encourage our future students 
to embrace the opportunities 
that lie ahead.
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Steps you can take
• Attend university open days and 

information sessions together.
• Book one-on-one advisory sessions 

with our Future Students Centre to have 
questions about future study answered.

Our Future Students Advisers are more than 
happy to answer your queries.

For help on how to choose what to study and 
designing a degree, contact 6488 3939 or 
email future-students@uwa.edu.au.

It can be difficult for a student in Year 10, 11 or 12 to work 
out what they want to do. Here are some tips for helping 
your child through this process.

Tips for discussion with your child
• Discuss passions, interests and goals with 

your child. Help them match their skills 
and interests to areas of study and career 
opportunities.

• Encourage them to talk to their teachers or 
school career advisers, as well as people 
who work in the industry, and organise work 
experience to explore their career options.

• Promote a balance between their study 
goals and other activities, and help 
them to eat and sleep well.
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UWA alumni  
become world 
leaders
Nobel Laureate  
Professor Barry Marshall

Mecca Cosmetica founder  
Jo Horgan

CEO Greenpeace Australia 
Pacific 
David Ritter

Former prime minister  
Bob Hawke

and many more...

Well-established 
industry 
partnerships

Gain valuable experience by 
volunteering with Guild Volunteering

5 stars+ for research, teaching,  
internationalisation, specialist 
criteria, employability, facilities, 
innovation and inclusiveness  
(QS Stars University Ratings) 

+

Ranked in the 
world’s Top 1%

in Western Australia  
(ARWU 2016)

and 1st 

Internationally  
recognised

Globally recognised 
course structure  
aligned with leading European, Asian, 
and North American universities

1st in Australia 
for graduate 
starting salary  
(Good Universities Guide 2017)

1st

TOP 
50

Ranked in 
the world’s 

• Earth and Marine Sciences
• Agriculture and Forestry
• Anatomy and Physiology
• Psychology
• Performing Arts
• Mineral and Mining Engineering
• Civil and Structural Engineering

(QS 2017)
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What is an ATAR?
An ATAR (Australian Tertiary Admission 
Rank) is a rank given in increments of 
0.05 between zero and 99.95 that tells 
you where you’re ranked relative to other 
students. The ATAR is calculated and 
converted from your Tertiary Entrance 
Aggregate (TEA) which is based on your 
best four scaled scores in WACE subjects. 
For example, if you have an ATAR of 80.00, 
this indicates you’ve achieved as well as 
or better than 80 per cent of the Year 12 
school-leaver age population.

What is the LOTE bonus?
UWA offers an ATAR bonus to WACE 
students who study a recognised 
language other than English (LOTE) in 
Year 12. For WACE students, 10 per cent 
of your LOTE course final scaled score 
is added to your TEA, giving you a new 
ATAR for entry into UWA.
study.uwa.edu.au/wace

What is the maths bonus?
UWA offers an ATAR bonus to WACE 
students who take higher level maths 
subjects from 2018 (Year 12s in 2017). 
Similar to the LOTE bonus, this includes 
a 10 per cent TEA bonus on the scaled 
score for students taking Mathematics 
Methods, plus an additional 10 per 
cent TEA bonus on the scaled score for 
students taking Mathematics Specialist.

Most UWA courses have a 
minimum entry ATAR of 80.00; 
however our Direct Pathways 
and the Medical Sciences major 
may require a higher score. 

More information on 
calculating ATARs and 
applying can be found at  
tisc.edu.au.

How an ATAR score 
is calculated
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BONUS 5.1

AFTER BONUS TEA  = 248 + 6.1 + 5.1
 = 259.2
AFTER BONUS ATAR = 85.45

+ LOTE  
BONUS 6.1

EXAMPLE:
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Choosing subjects at school
If your child has questions about 
choosing the ‘right’ subjects to 
study, it’s important to alleviate any 
unnecessary stress. 

We encourage students to select 
their high school subjects based on 
what they are best at. If your child is 
not sure about choosing subjects or 
what’s required for a career path, call 
our Future Students Centre, speak to 
a school career adviser or chat to the 
Year 12 Coordinator.

It’s important for students not to 
worry if they have not completed the 
prerequisites, as there is often a way 
to still gain entry. You’ll find course 
prerequisites online and in our Course 
Guides. They can also speak to our Future 
Students Advisers for more information.

English language competency is 
a standard prerequisite across all 
courses and there are some courses 
that also require a certain level 
of mathematics. 

In some cases students can meet the 
maths requirements while studying 
at university.

To satisfy English language competence, 
a scaled score of 50 or more is required 
in WACE English ATAR, English as 
an Additional Language/Dialect or 
Literature ATAR, or the required mark 
in an accepted equivalent course. If 
students don’t meet this score, they 
will be invited to sit a Special Tertiary 
Admissions Test (STAT) in early January 
of the year they wish to start university. 
See tisc.edu.au for more.
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We recognise that the world is rapidly changing. That’s why a UWA 
degree prepares students for the careers of the future. UWA’s 
course structure gives students the flexibility to combine different 
areas of study in one undergraduate degree (your first degree). 
This ensures students develop skills across a range of learning 
areas and can explore their interests and discover their passions 
before finalising a study pathway. Students will learn not just 
how to think, but how to apply that thinking to solve real-world 
problems. Usually an undergraduate degree lasts three years for 
full-time study, although sometimes it can last for four.

UWA offers bachelor’s degrees in Arts, Biomedical 
Science, Commerce and Science, as well as the Bachelor of 
Philosophy (Honours).

Once your child has an idea of the kind of degree they’d like to 
study, they can begin to think about choosing a major – this 
is the subject area on which their studies will be focused. We 
have more than 65 majors, from Accounting to Zoology and 
plenty in between. At UWA you can also choose a second 
major. Accounting and Indonesian? No problems. Music and 
Marketing? Sure. Human Biology and Media Studies? You got it. 
Studying multiple interest areas provides our graduates with a 
broad range of skills and allows for flexible career paths.

Students can further develop their understanding of their 
study area with a postgraduate (second) degree – a growing 
expectation in the global workforce.

Our students can gain an advantage by choosing from a range 
of course packages that combine their first (undergraduate) 
degree with their second (postgraduate) degree. Our Direct 
Pathways offer clearer pathways to professional qualifications.

At UWA you join a community of people who seek to inspire 
progress and write a better future – for themselves, for 
employers and for the world at large.

What does a degree involve?
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Bachelor of Engineering/Bachelor of Commerce        Average starting salary: $60,000
5.5 years Career

Other university

First, select your bachelor

Majors

2nd major1st major OPTIONAL

Additional units

Our course structure gives you flexible options to explore your interests, 
as well as degree-specific units to build your career.

Commerce
Biomedical 

Science
SciencePhilosophy 

(Hons)
Arts

Undergraduate degree

D
IR

EC
T 

PA
TH

W
AY

Bachelor of Science (majoring in 
Engineering Science and Finance)

       Master of Professional 
       Engineering

       Average starting salary: $80,000* 

3 years        2 years        Career

UWA

*Source: Graduate Careers Australia 2015

Doctorate

Postgraduate

1 yr Honours 

Graduate Certificate 
or Graduate Diploma

1-2 yrs Master’s

2+ yrs Professional Master’s

3+ yrsA postgraduate degree is fast becoming a global expectation.  
Future-proof your career by building on your undergraduate degree.

Graduate with an 
undergraduate degree

Job

6mths-
1 yr
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Bachelor of Arts
“The professors in the Faculty are very hands on and happy to help whenever 
you need it. Throughout my degree, I’ve found they really took an interest and 
care in my learning.”

Nadia Mohiuddin

• Anthropology and Sociology 
• Archaeology 
• Architecture (co-requisite majors)* 
• Asian Studies 
• Chinese 
• Classics and Ancient History 
• Communication and Media Studies 
• English and Cultural Studies 
• Fine Arts 
• French Studies 
• German Studies 
• History 
• History of Art 
• Human Geography and Planning 
• Indigenous Knowledge, History 

and Heritage 
• Indonesian 
• Italian Studies 
• Japanese 
• Korean Studies 
• Landscape Architecture 
• Law and Society 
• Linguistics 
• Music Specialist Studies 
• Music Studies 
• Philosophy 
• Political Science and International 

Relations 
• Psychology in Society 
• Psychology (double major) 
• Work and Employment Relations 

30 degree-specific majorsWhy study Arts?
Studying Arts equips you for every 
aspect of life. It enables you to discover 
your talents, interests and abilities, 
and develop them fully. You’ll also 
acquire skills such as critical thinking, 
communication, reasoning and 
problem-solving. These proficiencies 
are all highly sought after and valued by 
employers, and will provide you with 
many future career opportunities.

Career-ready 
As part of your Arts degree, you 
can choose to undertake the Arts 
Practicum which provides you with the 
opportunity to work on a supervised 
project in a workplace of your choice, 
while earning credit towards your 
degree. You’ll gain practical workplace 
experience, helping you gain the skills 
you need to launch a successful career.

Beyond your degree
Arts graduates are equipped with 
a well-rounded education and 
excellent communication, research 
and technical skills that provide you 
with the skills to enter many different 
careers. Students are able to complete 
postgraduate studies for a professional 
career. Successful UWA Arts graduates 
include politicians, ambassadors, 
authors, composers, journalists, 
anthropologists, historians, policy 
advisers and teachers, to name a few.

*The Architecture co-requisite majors 
are two majors which must be 
taken together.

INTAKE
FEB & JULY

3 
YEARS

FULL-TIME OR  
PART-TIME 

EQUIVALENT 

MINIMUM  
ATAR

80

study.uwa.edu.au/arts
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Skills you’ll learn

• Creativity
• Persuasiveness
• Conflict resolution
• Interpersonal skills
• Analytical skills
• Ethics
• Tolerance
• Collaboration
• Diplomacy
• Commercial acumen

Industries you can enter

• Corporate communications
• Community development
• Media and creative industries
• Travel/tourism 
• Government
• Arts and culture 
• Architecture 
• Education
• Social activism/charities  
• Music/entertainment 

• Communications adviser
• Film producer/media presenter
• Politician/diplomat
• Lawyer
• Conservation officer
• Archaeologist
• Historian/curator 
• Architect/urban designer
• Translator/interpreter/linguist 
• Performer/musician 

Careers to consider

Arts degree
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“Pharmacology fuelled my desire to learn. I have always had an interest in 
how the brain works; the whole concept of consciousness and what makes 
us ‘us’ fascinates me.” 

Moshe Meyers

Bachelor of Biomedical Science 

Why study Biomedical 
Science?
The Bachelor of Biomedical Science 
is a new and exciting undergraduate 
degree designed to meet growing 
global demand for graduates with 
health expertise. 

You will first gain a sound 
understanding of how the human body 
functions in healthy and diseased 
states, in addition to barriers to health 
care and methods for treatment. 

As a Biomedical Science student, you’ll 
be taught by world-class researchers 
in cutting-edge laboratories and 
tutorial rooms at UWA’s main campus 
and at the Queen Elizabeth II Health 
Campus (QEII).

Career-ready
You’ll be given the opportunity to 
participate in community engagement 
through structured visits to health 
organisations, voluntary work 
experience programs, field trips and 
assignments linked with the health 
sector. You’ll also gain critical skills in 
laboratory practice and research. 

Beyond your degree
You could seek employment in a range 
of health-related industries, including 
research, pharmaceuticals, public 
health and medical technology. The 
growth of preventative healthcare 
opportunities will continue to grow 
with ageing populations such as 
Australia, Japan and many parts 
of Europe. Students wishing to 
become a practitioner in their related 
discipline will need to complete further 
postgraduate studies. 

*94.00 minimum ATAR required for the 
Medical Sciences major.

• Aboriginal Health and Wellbeing 
• Anatomy and Human Biology 
• Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
• Exercise and Health
• Genetics 
• Medical Sciences* 
• Microbiology and Immunology 
• Neuroscience 
• Pathology and Laboratory Medicine 
• Pharmacology 
• Physiology 
• Population Health 
• Science Communication

13 degree-specific majors

study.uwa.edu.au/biomedical-science

INTAKE
FEB & JULY

3 
YEARS

FULL-TIME OR  
PART-TIME 

EQUIVALENT 

MINIMUM  
ATAR

80
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• Data analysis
• Numeracy skills
• Interpretation
• Logical thinking
• Scientific methodology
• Technical skills 
• Data management
• Presenting complex ideas
• Documenting and reporting 
• Information literacy 

• Health promotion
• Medical research
• Diseases and prevention
• Biotechnology
• Pharmaceuticals
• Dentistry
• Medical technology
• Molecular biology
• Forensics
• Genetics

• Neuroscientist
• Doctor
• Health promotion officer
• Microbiologist
• Pharmacologist
• Pharmacist
• Dentist
• Laboratory manager
• Forensic scientist
• Geneticist

Skills you’ll learn Industries you can enter Careers to consider

Biomedical  
Science degree
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Bachelor of Commerce
“What attracted me to the Finance major was the focus the lecturers 
maintained on the modern market and current issues. The course engages 
with the major issues of the day, helping to gain a broader understanding of 
how corporate movements can induce economy-wide changes.”

Rene Yan Hui Kuan

Why study Commerce?
The Bachelor of Commerce focuses 
on the factors that drive economic 
behaviour at both an individual and 
organisational level. Your studies 
will equip you with the analytical, 
communication and problem-solving 
skills to effectively identify issues, 
source information and find efficient 
and practical solutions. The course 
has been tailored in consultation 
with representatives from leading 
local and international organisations, 
ensuring you graduate with an industry 
relevant degree.

With a multitude of Business School 
student societies, you can attend 
professional development, networking 
and social events, all while taking part 
in a student-managed investment fund, 

leading a social entrepreneurship 
project or launching your own  
start-up enterprise.

Career ready 
Apply your business knowledge to 
real-world situations by undertaking a 
Business Practicum or by taking part in 
national and international competitions 
run by leading organisations.

Beyond your degree
As a Commerce graduate, you’ll have 
the knowledge and skills to tackle 
some of the greatest challenges facing 
the world. You could find yourself 
working at a global advertising 
agency, starting your own social 
enterprise or entering the world of 
corporate finance, among many other 
career destinations. 

INTAKE
FEB & JULY

3 
YEARS

FULL-TIME OR  
PART-TIME 

EQUIVALENT 

MINIMUM  
ATAR

80

• Accounting 
• Business Law 
• Economics 
• Finance 
• Human Resource Management 
• Management 
• Marketing 
• Professional Economics 

(double)

8 degree-specific majors

study.uwa.edu.au/commerce
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Skills you’ll learn Industries you can enter Careers to consider

• Financial management
• Operations and project 

management
• Organisational behaviour 
• Legalities
• Entrepreneurship
• Planning and resourcing
• Risk mitigation
• Consumer behaviour 
• Data analysis
• Negotiation

• Marketing/advertising
• Professional advisory services
• Private sector
• Human resources 
• Legal industry 
• Start-ups/small business
• Training and development
• Government
• Public relations
• Tourism and events
• Funds management

• Marketing manager
• Accountant/financial planner
• Business analyst
• Chief executive officer (CEO)
• Human resources manager
• Operations manager
• Events coordinator 
• IT manager
• Stockbroker
• Chief investment officer
• Contracts and policy officer 

Commerce  
degree
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Why study Science?
A key focus of the Bachelor of Science 
is understanding and improving the 
natural world through systematic 
observation, experimentation, 
modelling and calculation. 

As a student you’ll investigate the big 
issues confronting our planet including 
climate change, diagnosis and 
treatment of disease, healthy lifestyles, 
food sustainability and conserving 
biodiversity. The importance of science 
in determining the wellbeing of our 
society is recognised by industry, 
business and government. 

Career-ready
Gain academic credit for pre-
approved work placements when 
studying towards your bachelor’s 
degree. Science practicums bridge 
the gap between theory and practice 

by providing hands-on experience 
within a workplace. Students 
also have the opportunity to gain 
valuable networking experience with 
industry professionals.

Beyond your degree
The skills you gain when studying 
the Bachelor of Science form the 
foundation of a great science 
education and are highly valued and 
sought after by employers. These 
include reason, logic, observation, 
analysis, resourcefulness, 
communication, creativity, imagination 
and experimentation. Science 
graduates are in demand worldwide 
with job opportunities across a wide 
range of sectors. If you choose to 
pursue further study, a master’s degree 
by research or a Doctor of Philosophy 
(PhD) will enable you to move into a 
career in scientific research.

Bachelor of Science
“In third year we do a practical placement and I’m really enjoying working at the 
West Coast Eagles as football is one of my passions. The placement creates 
connections for me that I hope will help me reach my career aspirations.”

Riley Dolman

INTAKE
FEB & JULY

3 
YEARS

FULL-TIME OR  
PART-TIME 

EQUIVALENT 

MINIMUM  
ATAR

80
study.uwa.edu.au/science

25 degree-specific majors

• Agricultural Science 
• Anatomy and Human Biology 
• Biochemistry and Molecular 

Biology 
• Botany 
• Chemistry 
• Computer Science 
• Conservation Biology 
• Data Science 
• Engineering Science 
• Environmental Science 
• Exercise and Health 
• Genetics 
• Geographical Sciences 
• Geology 
• Marine Science 
• Mathematics and Statistics 
• Natural Resource Management 
• Neuroscience 
• Physics 
• Physiology
• Psychological Science 
• Psychology (double major) 
• Science Communication 
• Sport Science 
• Zoology 

16 study.uwa.edu.au



• Data management 
• Observation
• Evaluation
• Logical thinking
• Qualitative/quantitative skills 
• Reasoning
• Reporting and documentation
• Statistics and computing 
• Presenting complex ideas 
• Research skills

• Bioinformatics 
• Chemical/molecular biology
• Agriculture
• Genetics
• Conservation
• Astrophysics
• Mining
• Marine science
• Geology
• Healthcare

• Biochemist 
• Agronomist
• Geneticist 
• Astrophysicist
• Forensic scientist 
• Marine biologist 
• Geologist
• Rehabilitation officer
• Botanist
• Neuroscientist

Skills you’ll learn Industries you can enter Careers to consider

Science  
degree
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INTAKE
FEBRUARY

4 
YEARS

FULL-TIME OR  
PART-TIME 

EQUIVALENT 

MINIMUM  
ATAR

98

The Bachelor of Philosophy (Honours) 
is an inspiring and research-oriented 
four-year degree. The unique course 
offers an innovative curriculum with 
an individually designed academic 
program, focusing on your chosen 
area of specialisation.

Why study the Bachelor of 
Philosophy (Honours)?
In addition to innovative research 
project work, the course includes a 
scholarship-supported study abroad 
experience, academic mentoring, 

Bachelor of Philosophy (Honours)

Choose a degree-specific major from 
any of the four undergraduate degrees:

• Bachelor of Arts
• Bachelor of Biomedical Science
• Bachelor of Commerce 
• Bachelor of Science 
Prerequisites may be specified for 
some majors. In most cases, you can 
also choose a second major from any 
of these four degrees if you wish.

65+ degree-specific majors high-level communications training, 
professional skills development and 
an on-campus residential experience 
prior to the start of first semester. 

Throughout your course, you will 
participate in collaborative and 
interdisciplinary research projects, 
work closely with a research mentor 
from your chosen field of study, 
develop your own research project 
with an academic supervisor, present 
your research orally, produce a 
research dissertation, undertake 
an overseas study experience 
and have the opportunity to meet 
international research leaders visiting 
the University.

Fees
The Commonwealth Government 
subsidises Commonwealth-supported 
places in courses at UWA for students 
who are Australian citizens or holders of 
an Australian permanent resident visa.

Commonwealth-supported students 
are required to make a contribution to 
the cost of their course. For Australian 
citizens and humanitarian visa holders 
the contribution can be deferred 
through the Australian taxation system 
via the Commonwealth Government’s 
HECS-HELP loan scheme or paid 
directly to the University. Students 
who elect to use the HECS-HELP loan 
scheme do not need to pay any of their 
student contribution directly to UWA 
but may, if they choose, make partial 
payments each fee period. 

For non-permanent residents of 
Australia, the contribution must be 
paid in full, directly to the University. 
Direct payments do not attract a 
discount. Further information is 
available at studyassist.gov.au.

See study.uwa.edu.au/fees-and-
scholarships/find-a-scholarship 
for more information on fees and 
scholarships.
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See tisc.edu.au for more information 
on applying and offers.

If your child does not meet the entry 
score prerequisites, we offer a number of 
alternative entry pathways.

study.uwa.edu.au/how-to-apply/
alternative-entry-pathways

If you have any concerns or questions 
regarding entry to UWA, speak to our 
Future Student Advisers.

JULY  
TISC APPLICATIONS OPEN

AUGUST  
ATTEND OUR OPEN DAY

SEPTEMBER 
TISC APPLICATIONS CLOSE

OCTOBER TO NOVEMBER 
WACE EXAMS ARE HELD

DECEMBER 
RECEIVE FINAL SCHOOL RESULTS AND ATAR 

MID-JANUARY 
MAIN ROUND TISC OFFERS ARE RELEASED

LATE JANUARY 
SECOND ROUND OFFERS ARE RELEASED

FEBRUARY 
ORIENTATION WEEK

FEBRUARY/MARCH 
SEMESTER 1 BEGINS

Important dates

The Tertiary Institutions Service Centre 
(TISC) processes the applications 
for admission to an undergraduate 
course at WA’s four public universities. 
School leavers are required to submit 
their application through TISC. 
The application period runs from 
August to September. The best place 
for your child to check the status of their 
application is the TISC website.

Main round offers are made in mid-
January. Offers are sent out via email 
so if your child will be away during the 
offer period, remind them to regularly 
check emails to receive details of their 
offer (it's also a good idea to check 
spam/junk folders, just in case). If your 
child receives an offer, it is important for 

them to carefully consider their options 
and ensure their place in the desired 
program is accepted.

Students typically have a week to 
accept their first preference offer and we 
encourage them to accept their offer soon 
after receiving it to ensure they don't miss 
out on their place. The offer email will 
direct students to a website which will 
take them through the steps of accepting/
deferring an offer and the enrolment 
process. If the offer isn’t accepted or 
deferred, it will lapse and be cancelled.  

Students can choose to hold or change 
their preferences during this time and 
wait for second round offers. This round 
of offers is made in late January. Certain 

conditions apply, so if they need advice 
before making any changes, we'll be 
happy to help.

It can be a common decision for students 
to defer their studies for a year once they 
have completed high school. Your child 
will be able to defer their studies for up to a 
year or apply later as a mature-age student. 
Deferment of studies is available for almost 
all UWA programs for up to a year.

UWA has early offers for Direct Pathways 
to Engineering. See uwa.edu.au/early 
for more information.

Scholarships
UWA offers scholarships to help 
cover the cost of studying, spanning 
academic achievement, financial need, 
rural or remote location, community 
involvement and more. 

Applications and enrolment
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More information
• Refer to the Undergraduate Course 

Guide – also available online at 
study.uwa.edu.au/course-guides.

• Visit the Future Students website at 
study.uwa.edu.au.

• Contact our Future Students  
team on 6488 3939 or email  
future-students@uwa.edu.au.

• Speak to a school career adviser or your 
Year Coordinator.

• Attend one of our Future Students events, 
information sessions and Open Day. 
See study.uwa.edu.au/events.

Enjoying uni life
UWA provides students with all the 
facilities they need to make a smooth 
transition to life after high school. 

• College Row: UWA offers a range 
of on-campus accommodation 
for students.

• UWA Student Guild: The Guild 
provides students with independent 
support services and students can 
join one of the 140+ affiliated clubs 
and societies.

• UWA Sport: Students can learn a 
new sport, join a team or take part 
in a range of fitness classes.

• Cultural Precinct: UWA’s cultural 
hub supports music, theatre, 
exhibitions and arts and cultural 
events that take place on-campus 
throughout the year.

Support services
Starting university can be challenging, 
from making new friends and managing 
finances, to getting help with courses 
or even just finding the right lecture 
room. At UWA, we have a range of 
student support services dedicated to 
helping your child join our community. 

These include:
•  UniStart
•  UniMentor
•  UniAccess
•  STUDYSmarter
•  Careers Centre
• Bulk-billed counselling and 

medical assistance

study.uwa.edu.au/student-life/
student-support
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ATAR results are released. For the Medicine, 
Dentistry or Pharmacy Direct Pathways, 
students cannot re-enter or enter these after 
the September closing date. If your child 
wishes to change their preferences after the 
first round of offers have been released, they 
are able to do so, however if they have been 
made an offer it is recommended they keep 
that preference within their list of six in case 
no other offer is made.

What if my child wants to take a year off?  
Students can defer their offer. Deferring 
an offer means the student is happy with 
the course offered and will commence 
studies in Semester 2 or Semester 1 of the 
following year.

What if they don’t achieve a high 
enough score in English? 
All our courses require the English 
language competency level to be met. 
However if this isn’t met, students will be 
invited to sit a Special Tertiary Admissions 
Test (STAT) in early January. 

If they’re at university and have a query 
regarding special consideration and 
assignments, who can they go to? 
Students can contact their faculty 
and course coordinator. They can also 
contact the Guild, which can advocate 
on their behalf. It’s important students 
have appropriate documentation in such 
circumstances (e.g. a medical certificate).

For more FAQs, visit ask.uwa.edu.au.

FAQs
What if they didn’t get the 
ATAR required?  
If your child didn’t receive the ATAR they 
hoped for or didn’t meet the prerequisites 
to get into their chosen course, there are 
other pathways to starting university 
study. See study.uwa.edu.au/how-to-
apply/alternative-entry-pathways for 
more details.

Can they study and work? 
Yes, we encourage students to study and 
work, as long as the work is flexible and 
allows enough time for students to attend 
lectures and study for exams.

What if my child’s academic 
achievements in Year 12 have 
been adversely affected 
due to special circumstances? 
Your child may apply for special 
consideration through the UWay scheme. 
Special consideration is given to exceptional 
cases on an individual basis prior to each 
round of offers. Application forms are sent to 
all WA secondary school principals in August 
and are also available online along with 
further information about the application 
process and closing dates.

What if they change their mind and 
want to change their preferences? 
Students are able to change their 
preferences throughout November and 
most of December, and for a short time after 
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Uni terminology

Australian Tertiary Admission Rank 
(ATAR) – A rank that determines a 
student’s position relative to other 
students. An ATAR ranges between 
zero and 99.95.

Bachelor’s degree – An academic 
degree awarded for an undergraduate 
course usually upon completing at least 
three years of tertiary study.

Contact hours – The hours a student is 
expected to spend in tutorials, lectures 
and/or labs.

Faculty – A faculty is a university division 
responsible for administrating teaching 
and learning in a particular area of 
knowledge. Faculties include schools and 
centres within that teaching area.

Full-time study – At least 75 per cent 
study load (that is, three or four units) 
per semester.

Grade Point Average (GPA) – An index 
of academic performance calculated 
by converting a student’s percentage 
marks/grades.

Here are some of the most common 
terms you’ll come across when 
studying at uni.

HECS and HECS-HELP – This allows 
eligible students in a Commonwealth–
supported place to defer payment of 
their student contribution by taking 
out an interest-free government loan. 
Compulsory repayment of HECS and 
HECS-HELP loan begins when annual 
income exceeds a minimum threshold 
amount. Repayments are made through 
additional tax being deducted.

Honours – An additional year of 
full-time (or equivalent part-time) 
study undertaken on completion of 
a bachelor’s degree that includes 
coursework and a research dissertation.

Lab – A class that takes place in a 
laboratory. Labs are practical classes 
involving experiments, investigation, 
construction, observation or testing.

Lecture – A class which involves the 
presentation of a particular topic, idea 
or subject to a large group of students. 
Lectures normally run for about 45 
minutes and many are recorded so you 
can revise later.

Level – A ranking applied to a unit which 
indicates the amount of prior knowledge 
or maturity of learning required to 
study a unit successfully. A three-year 
undergraduate degree consists of Level 1, 
Level 2 and Level 3 units.

Major – An area of specialisation which 
is comprised of an approved sequence 

of eight units within an undergraduate 
degree course.

Mature-age student – A person aged 20 
years or over at 1 March in the year they 
intend to commence study at university. 

Part-time study – Enrolling in less than 
75 per cent study load (that is one or two 
units) per semester.

Postgraduate – Higher-level university 
study generally undertaken upon the 
completion of a bachelor’s degree.

Prerequisite – A subject or condition a 
person must satisfy before gaining entry 
to a unit or course. 

Tertiary Institutions Service Centre 
(TISC) – TISC processes university 
applications on behalf of WA’s four 
public universities. 

Tutorial – A small class involving discussion 
which is facilitated by a tutor on a particular 
topic or idea (usually what has previously 
been presented in a lecture).

Undergraduate – A term which 
refers to a university student who is 
studying towards their first degree 
(bachelor’s degree).

Unit – A subject usually studied for the 
duration of one semester. Units normally 
involve different classes – lectures, 
tutorials, seminars, labs etc.
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Our Future Students team 
is on hand to answer your 
questions about studying 
at UWA. Chat to us about 
how uni works and how to 
apply, find out more about 
our courses and discover 
what life’s like as a student. 

You can come in to see us 
at Student Central or call or 
email us.

The team hosts course 
information evenings 
throughout the year for high 
school students, parents 
and career advisers. We also 
offer campus tours where 
you can discover university 
life first-hand and meet with 
UWA Student Ambassadors to 
learn about their experiences 
as a student.

Future Students Centre 
08 6488 3939 
uwa.edu.au/askuwa

Contact us
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The information in this publication applies specifically to domestic students (Australian citizens, New Zealand citizens, 
Australian permanent residents and holders of a permanent humanitarian visa). Information in this publication is correct as 
of July 2017, but may be subject to change. In particular, the University reserves the right to change the content and/or the 
method of presentation and/or the method of assessment of any unit of study, to withdraw any unit of study or course which it 
offers, to impose limitations on enrolment in any unit or course and/or to vary arrangements for any course.
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